It is shown that for matrices over a unit regular ring [q%] [o d) 'f and on'v 'f there exist solutions X and Y to AX -YD = C, thus providing a partial generalization to Roth's theorem.
1. Introduction. One of the most remarkable consistency conditions for the existence of a solution X to the matrix equation (1) AX -XD = C was given by Roth [14] , who showed that for matrices over a field % (1) where ~ denotes equivalence [6, p. 132] . A different proof for matrices over a field was given by Flanders and Wimmer [4] . The existence of solutions to (1) and (3) immediately implies the desired similarity and equivalence of the matrices in (2) and (4) 
AX -YD = Cl
The purpose of this note is to show that for matrices over a unit regular ring and, in particular, for skewfields, the answer to Roth's equivalence problem is affirmative. Generalizing a result by Meyer [12] , we shall see that for a regular ring this problem is equivalent to the existence of an upper triangular matrix solution to MXM = M.
A ring 31 is called regular if for every a G 31, there exists a solution a~ G 31 to the equation axa = a. The solution a~ is called an inner or 1 inverse of a. Similarly any solution a+ G 31 to the equations axa = a, xax = x, is called a reflexive or 1-2 inverse of a [1] . A regular ring with unity 1 is called unit regular if every a G 31 possess a unit (=2 sided invertible) inner inverse a~ G 31 [2] .
A ring 31 with unity 1 is called finite if ab = 1 implies ba = 1 [10] . It was shown by Henriksen [10] that if 31 is unit regular then so is 3LnXrt, the ring of n X n matrices over % and hence in the case of square matrices we may, in Roth's problems, without loss of generality, work with ring elements. Matrices over unit regular rings behave in many respects like matrices over fields. They are diagonalizable under equivalence, one sided inverses are two sided inverses, and they have invertible inner inverses. For a proof of these results we refer to [10] .
We shall denote the ring of n X 1 column vectors over 31 by 31", isomorphisms by =, and rank by p(-). By b ~ a we shall mean b = paq with p, q invertible, and we define a° = [x G 31; ax = 0}, °a = {x G 31; xa = 0}.
2. Main results. We begin by observing that "finiteness" of ring 31 is certainly necessary for (2) Yet there can be no solution to ax -Od = 1 -ab since this would imply x = bax = 7/(1 -ab) = 0 and thus 1 = ab, which is impossible. Hence finiteness is at least necessary locally [13] .
We are now ready to state our main theorem, extending Roth's equivalence problem to unit regular rings, thereby generalizing the results of [4] and [12] .
Theorem. Let ^ be a unit regular ring and let M = [jj£] e ^2x2-T^e following are equivalent.
(1) M has an inner inverse of the form [qs,].
(2) ax -yd = c has solutions x, y E <Sl. . This is contained in (6).
(5) => (6). This is the only part of the theorem that requires the unit regularity of <3l. We begin by noting that if a+ is any 1-2 inverse of a, then aa+6k = atyc. Consider now the matrix (14) e3l © /3l s= t?3l © g3l => /3l = g3l as right ^modules.
Proof. This law is a consequence of the unit regularity of 3l2x2 [10] and the fact that [15] is a unit regular ring g3l == h% g2 = g, h2 = h =*> g « h.
Indeed, denoting internal direct sums by +, and using Lemma 1, we have <?3l ®/3l = <?3l © g3l => (1 -e)3l © <?3l ®/3l ss (1 -<?)3l © <?3l © g3l (14) of (13) (7) => (1). Obvious.
For matrices over a skewfield or any commutative ring without zero divisors we may use rank p(-) ( [11] , [7] ) to give a much shorter proof that (5) implies Hence p(p) = 0 and thus/? = 0 as desired. We conclude with the following remarks.
3. Conclusions. We have thus seen that Roth's equivalence theorem holds for matrices over Euclidean domains as well as unit regular rings, both of which are finite rings, elementary divisor rings, and obey the cancellation law (14) . It is an open question whether these properties suffice for Roth's equivalence theorem to hold. It also remains an open question whether unit regularity suffices for Roth's similarity problem. The above method does not give any indication since it makes extensive use of idempotent matrices for which equivalence and similarity are synonymous.
